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Abstract Many studies have addressed the justice of public land acquisition, but

few studies have addressed the question of what landowners perceive as just.

Individual perceptions drive an important part of the social and scientific debates on

legitimate and just land acquisition. This article addresses this gap by studying

landowners’ and land purchasers’ perceptions of just land acquisition. We did this

by uncovering the prevailing discourse on just land acquisition and studying the

values that shaped people’s perceptions of just land acquisition. The results showed

that perceptions of justice are based on the values of lawfulness, decentness and

equality. These values were translated into different norms that resulted in expec-

tations pertaining to just land acquisition. Insight into the different perceptions and

the prevailing discourse of just land acquisition and their underlying values

increases the understanding of land acquisition processes and land policy strategies.

First, it becomes apparent that land acquisition has an essential element of injustice

that cannot be avoided by a good process or a just compensation fee. Second, insight

in different discourses provides valuable input for debates on just land acquisition.

Third, such insight shows that money is not always a sufficient means of
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indemnification. The combination of sufficient financial compensation, the oppor-

tunity of a new location, attractive selling conditions and accurate and open process

are all important requisites to ensure that public land acquisition is perceived by the

majority of landowners as just.

Keywords Perceived justice � Land acquisition � Landowners � Land purchasers

Introduction

Land acquisition by governments has been the topic of many debates on legitimacy

and justice (Moyo 2000; Larbi et al. 2004; Morris 2007; Sarkar 2007). Justice has

been an important starting point and prerequisite1 for most expropriation laws.

Social and scientific debates on the justice of expropriation and public land

acquisition revolve mainly around the issue of just compensation. Several

commonwealth countries, including the USA and UK, have legislations that require

‘just compensation’ as a prerequisite for expropriation. The term has led to an

extensive debate and jurisprudence on the meaning of just compensation, and has

led to different standards across countries (Luijt et al. 2003; Denyer-Green 2013).

The main justification for public land acquisition is the common or public good.

There is a widespread admission for governmental land acquisition and expropri-

ation in order to realise public goals under the condition of a ‘just compensation’ for

the expropriated landowner (Denyer-Green 2013). Despite the widespread social

acceptance of land acquisition, it can in practise lead to perceptions of injustice

among landowners. Studies have shown that considering feelings of (in)justice is

indeed important in understanding landowners’ behaviour during land acquisition

(Guo 2001; Holtslag-Broekhof et al. 2014). Guo (2001) studied the social and

economic background of protest during the expropriation of land in rural China and

found that the combination of low financial compensation and feelings of moral

injustice made landowners protest against governmental land expropriation. While

government officials stated that their takings were legal and just, the landowners

stated that the local governments’ behaviour was illegal and felt that injustice had

been done to them. Holtslag-Broekhof et al. (2014) found that feelings of injustice

explained why certain landowners were willing to sell their land to the government

and others were not. Cvetkovich and Earle (1994) argued that feelings of justice are

constructed during planning processes and that public participation can play an

important role in shaping landowners’ perceptions of justice and in creating shared

values and discourses.

Most authors who have studied land management, land acquisition or expropri-

ation have done this from a legal perspective upon justice. The individual’s

perceptions of just land acquisition have been underexposed in these studies thus

far. Kalbro and Lind (2007), for example, elaborate on the amount of just

compensation in Sweden. Ding (2007) did the same in China. These studies show

that in both countries, just compensation is aligned with the market value of the

1 Just compensation is an important principle in several expropriation laws.
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land. They also show the difficulty of determining this value due to a lack of

comparable land transactions. Chang (2009) argues that the just compensation value

should include the market value plus a bonus that is based on the type of landowner

and length of ownership, as this is most efficient. Fennell (2004) argues that the

market value that is compensated during regulatory takings in the USA always has

an uncompensated increment which consists of the amount by which the subjective

value of the owner exceeds the market value of the property, the freedom of choice

to sell the property at a moment chosen by the landowner him-/herself, and the

chance to make a profit when selling the property.

Perceptions of justice in general have been extensively studied by behavioural

economists and psychologists. These studies have shown that despite the universal

concern for justice, perceptions of justice are shaped differently in each situation

(Montada 2012). Each person involved in land acquisition processes can have

personal and divergent ideas on what constitutes (in)just land acquisition. Just land

acquisition is more likely to be developed on the basis of knowledge on the way

people perceive the justice of land acquisition (Cvetkovich and Earle 1994). This

brings up two relevant questions; firstly, what do landowners and land purchasers

perceive as just land acquisition? Secondly, which values underlie their perceptions

of just land acquisition? In this article, we aim to unravel the prevailing discourse on

just land acquisition and its underlying values in order to add a new perspective to

debates on just land acquisition.

The next section provides a conceptual frame on perceptions of (in)just land

acquisition. Following this, the methods of the study are introduced, and the context

of this study is described. This is followed by the results of an analysis of interview

transcriptions and newspaper articles in which we interpreted landowners’ and land

purchasers’ perceptions of justice. Finally, the relevance of the findings for the

wider debate on land acquisition and planning are discussed and conclusions are

drawn.

Perceptions of (In)just Land Acquisition

The following paragraph presents the conceptual framework that was used to

analyse perceptions of injustice. Many meanings of justice exist at the same time.

Each individual person may have his or her own perception of justice. Simulta-

neously, groups of people may develop similar perceptions of justice, shaped by

their shared cultural values or experiences. We perceive these shared perceptions of

justice as discourses on justice. Recognising and portraying these different

perceptions of justice is essential in conflict situations that involve justice,

including land management (Davy 1997; Hartmann and Spit 2015).

Equity theory makes a distinction between distributive and procedural justice

(Goodwin and Ross 1992; Yim et al. 2003). Studies on justice perceptions often

focus on distributive justice, while according to equity theory, differences in

distributions are rarely capable of explaining perceptions of injustice. Procedural

justice would derive from the completeness of information for the participant, the

opportunity for the participant to add to this information, the extent to which the
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decision maker uses this information, and the extent to which the participants feel

that they have influenced the end result (Goodwin and Ross 1992). In terms of land

acquisition, this implies that justice not only depends on the outcomes, but also on

the rules and processes through which land acquisition takes place.

Land acquisition is not usually something that landowners have been acquainted

with all their life. Their perceptions of just land acquisition start to be shaped when

they are first confronted with land acquisition. The same holds true for land

purchasers who will often first encounter this issue during their education, or work

as land purchaser. Past, present and future actions (both of ourselves and of others)

influence our personal value systems and enable us to build expectations about

others’ behaviour (Greif 2014). This implies that justice perceptions will be

influenced by expectations about the behaviour of others, which in turn have been

influenced by the individual’s experiences in relation to justice. We make a

distinction between these two types of expectations, the former being expectations

about how people should behave (normative expectations) and the latter being

expectations about the way people will behave (predictive expectations; Yim et al.

2003). For some actions, these expectations will correspond with each other, while

in other cases they might conflict. For example, in most countries, car drivers expect

that other road users will drive on the right side of the road and simultaneously think

that other road users should drive at the right side of the road. The first predictive

expectation follows from someone’s prior experiences with driving, perceiving that

all road users drive on the right side of the road, while the second normative

expectation may stem from the traffic rules that this person has learned. The same

person might however expect that road users should adhere to the speed limit, while

simultaneously expecting that some road users will exceed the speed limit. In the

last example the normative and predictive expectations do not correspond with each

other, which may lead to negative feelings or indifference.

Behavioural economists found several patterns of human behaviour that might be

relevant for understanding individual perceptions of just land acquisition. The first

of the relevant concepts is ‘loss aversion’. Loss aversion is the observation that

people value losses twice as much as they value gains of an equal amount, during

economic decisions (Tversky and Kahneman 1991). This is closely related to the

‘endowment effect’, whereby people become attached to property immediately after

receiving it, causing loss aversion when they are forced to sell their property (Thaler

1980). This may cause people to attach more weight to their loss of land than the

compensation fee that they receive in return, which may in turn lead to differences

in perceptions of just compensation between the landowner and land purchaser. The

second concept that may be relevant for the interpretation of just land acquisition is

‘reference dependency’. Reference dependency is the tendency to value the

outcomes of an economic decision in terms of losses and gains, instead of absolute

values. In other words, people tend to refer the outcome in accordance with a set

point of reference, such as the status quo (Kahneman and Tversky 1979). This may

cause people to refer the expected outcome of the acquisition to their own or others’

current situation.

The processes in which peoples’ individual perceptions of just land acquisition

are shaped and reshaped cannot be isolated from the more stabilised values of
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justice that people have formed throughout their life. Moreover, it is important to

know the wider institutional context in which land acquisition takes place, including

the planning and policy processes in which it is embedded and the social networks

individuals are part of (Van Assche 2007). Perceptions of just land acquisition are

shaped in various levels of social systems such as society, culture, family, working

environment and in a person’s values (North 2005; Ostrom 2005). All these systems

may have their own written or unwritten rules and norms about expected behaviour

(Ostrom 2005).

Figure 1 summarises the previous text by visualising the way in which the

different elements that shape someone’s perceived justice relate to each other. The

figure shows that both rules and personal experiences lead to predictive and

normative expectations on land acquisition. Cultural values and the biophysical

world each influence the rules, expectations and perceptions of land acquisition.

Rules and norms are influenced by personal experiences from social systems,

including someone’s personal ‘system’. The difference between these expectations

and someone’s perceptions of the actual land acquisition determines his or her

perception of the justice of land acquisition. If people’s normative and predictive

expectations and their actual perceptions correspond, they will perceive the

acquisition as just. However, if their expectations and actual perceptions do not

correspond, the experience of the acquisition should either make them adapt their

prior expectations, or they will perceive the land acquisition as unjust. In practise,

the perception of land acquisition is a personal experience that adds to other

experiences that people have had in the past. In this way it may lead to new

normative and predictive expectations about the rules, process and outcome of land

acquisition. In other words, perceptions are dynamic and may change over time. In

this study, we therefore analyse the difference between the expectations towards just

land acquisition and the perception of land acquisition, with the aim of better

understanding perceptions of justice of both landowners and land purchasers. We

did this in the last stage of the acquisition process in order to include the possible

feedback loop in the normative and predictive expectations.

As presented above, Fig. 1 was used as an analytical frame for the analysis. It

represents the way justice perceptions are shaped for individuals. The advice of

Davy (1997) to focus on feelings of injustice was followed. He argued that it is

much easier to perceive a personal victory as a just victory than a personal defeat as

a just defeat.

Rules & 
norms

Personal 
Experiences

Perceived 
Justice
of Land 

Acquisition

Perception of 
rules, process 
and outcome 
land 
acquisition

Normative expectations of rules, process 
and outcome land acquisition

Predictive expectations of rules, process
and outcome land acquisition

(Cultural) values Biophysical world

Fig. 1 The construction of perceived justice, adapted from Ostrom (2005)
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Methods and Methodology

As we are interested in different perceptions of just land acquisition, we analysed

the interpretations of (just) land acquisition of the people involved in land

transactions. We did this by conducting semi-structured interviews; interviews are

suitable for an interpretative analysis as they allow us to analyse the original

language in which people express their feelings (Wagenaar 2014). We decided to

reduce the people involved in land transactions down to the two parties most

centrally involved in acquisition: the land purchasers (n = 20) and landowners

(n = 20). The land purchasers were employed in various governmental and

commercial institutions and were interviewed on their own considerations and

frame with which they conduct land acquisition and their behaviour during land

acquisition. The landowners were all involved with governmental plans on their

property resulting in either the voluntary or involuntary sale of their property, or the

wish to be bought out by the government while the government was not willing to

buy their land. We did not directly ask about people’s perceptions of justice in order

to be as unobtrusive as possible and to prevent putting words in the participants’

mouths. The questions asked were open and gave the interviewees the opportunity

to describe their own perceptions of and views on the land acquisition and planning

process. We recorded and transcribed all interviews.

We analysed interview transcriptions with Dutch land purchasers and landown-

ers. To reveal different values that shaped landowners’ and land purchasers’

perceptions of justice, we systematically coded the transcriptions in two rounds. In

the first round, we identified characteristic concepts and descriptions that related to

the way people perceived the acquisitions process and its outcomes. This led to a list

of 132 codes. This list was then used to code the second round consistently, during

which we focused on the role of justice and the underlying values that were used by

landowners or land purchasers to legitimise, explain or support their perception of

(un)just land acquisition. Finally, we focussed on the codes that were related to

justice and conducted a cluster analysis in which we focused on concepts that were

named by the interviewees in coherence with justice-related terms. In the analysis

we unravelled the different elements that determined peoples’ justice constructions,

how they related, and whether they differed between landowners and land

purchasers.

In addition, we analysed news items that were related to expropriation and in

which specific cases of landowners who had been expropriated or wanted to be

expropriated were described. This led to 42 publications on expropriation reported

in newspaper articles, journal articles, news items on television, as part of a

professional research report, or as a television documentary. We used these cases to

verify and strengthen the themes that we found in the prior analysis.

The interpretative method which was employed implies that the outcomes of this

research are interpretations of interpretations. This means that the outcomes of such

research are inevitably influenced by our own ideas of just land acquisition.
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Context of the Study: Land Acquisition in the Netherlands

This study was conducted in the Netherlands. The Netherlands is a densely

populated country with 16.9 million inhabitants spread over 41,543 km2. This

causes high pressure on land and a clear demand for public planning and land

acquisition. Local governments have a broad set of instruments that they can use to

conduct active land policy. The use of these instruments is accepted for planning

tasks for which private property rights are regarded as inferior to the public good.

Next to the option to purchase land sold voluntarily by landowners, governments

have three major options to acquire private land. First, governments may cooperate

with private landowners during the implementation of their plans and lawfully settle

the costs of a certain development hand in hand with developing landowners

(‘grondexploitatie’) Second, governments can claim a first right of purchase by

laying a pre-emption right on land they want to develop in the near future. This is

only possible if there is a land use plan. The pre-emption right has a validity of

3 years. If the landowner wants to sell his or her property during this period, he or

she is obliged to offer the land to the government, which will pay the market value

of the land. Third, and the most important to understand in the context of this study,

is the expropriation law. This law allows governments to expropriate private

property for the public good. Apart from a land use plan indicating the use that the

government needs to expropriate the land for, there are three important conditions

that governments need to meet in order to expropriate land from private landowners:

• The government has negotiated sufficiently with the landowner to buy the

property on a voluntary basis.

• During these negotiations, the government offered the landowner a full

compensation fee. This full compensation fee comprises the market value of

the property, compensation for the loss in income, and other financial damage

that the landowner has because of the expropriation.

• The landowner is not capable of realising the indented land use plan him-/

herself.

The judicial expropriation of landowners is only seldom necessary; most purchases

are resolved before the actual lawsuit of expropriation, because the threat of

expropriation is sufficient to make landowners sell ‘voluntarily’ (Buitelaar et al.

2007; Van Straalen and Korthals Altes 2014). The explanations of the public good,

in the name of which governments are allowed to use expropriation, are registered

in 11 legal titles for expropriation. These titles include for example a title for new

road infrastructure, public housing, and a title for land consolidation. However, in

practise the use of expropriation is not limited by the presence of titles, but by the

political opinion on the public goals that are important enough to use expropriation.

This has caused regional differences in terms of the ease with which expropriation is

used, especially for nature conservation and recreation development purposes, while

the use of expropriation for infrastructure development has been accepted

throughout the past decades and is used consistently throughout the entire country.
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The Netherlands can be seen as an extraordinary case within expropriation

legislations, as the indemnification of landowners is generous compared to

expropriation laws in other countries. This makes it an interesting context in which

to study perceived justice of land acquisition.

Results

The interviews and document analysis showed that (in)justice and related values

were an important topic for the interviewees when talking about land acquisition.

Especially in those situations where landowners were dissatisfied, the interviewees

brought up perceived injustice spontaneously. In the newspaper articles, the group

of landowners that were dissatisfied was overexposed. Just as the landowners

indicated their dissatisfaction during the interview, the newspaper articles indicated

perceptions of injustice due to indecent treatment, unequal treatment or both.

Furthermore, land purchasers regularly emphasised the importance of a just

outcome.

To further understand the results, the underlying values were analysed. Three

underlying values were found to shape landowners’ and land purchasers’ norms of

just land acquisition.

1. Lawful treatment

2. Decent treatment

3. Equal treatment

These values are related to the three aspects of land acquisition: the legal rules that

enable and coordinate land acquisition (lawful treatment), the negotiation process

between the government and landowner (decent treatment), and the outcome of land

acquisition (equal treatment). The first value was brought up mainly by land

purchasers. The second value was mentioned by both land purchasers and

landowners. The third value was shared by both land purchasers and landowners,

but mainly brought up by landowners.

In this paragraph, each of the values are described and elaborated upon in the

normative expectations about land acquisition that follow from these values.

Lawful Treatment

Governmental land purchasers formed a small group of professionals that were

educated to appraise and acquire real estate according to the Dutch law. It was

important for them to ensure a just process of land acquisition. The main guideline

that land purchasers used to ensure such a just process was the expropriation law.

For most land purchasers, the law guaranteed that all landowners were treated

lawfully (and therewith also equally) and received a full compensation, based on the

market value of the expropriated property. The following quote is illustrative of the

role which the expropriation law has in order to guarantee a just process according

to land purchasers:
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At a certain moment you need a good frame for this job, because, if you went

beyond the frame, something that is compensated with 10 Euros for one

person and 15 Euros for another person and somewhere else for 100 Euros,

then there is no logical line in your work anymore. (Land Purchaser)

To compensate landowners with the right price according to the standards of the

expropriation law was of central importance for land purchasers. In line with Dutch

legislation, the amount of compensation equals the market value of the property. In

the case of expropriation, according to the Dutch expropriation law, the market

values should be replenished with compensation for other financial damages a

landowner suffers. Land purchasers described that the market value is estimated by

official appraisers, so that it is the actual objective market value. The expropriation

law provides guidelines for the indemnification of landowners. Indemnification is

the principle that a landowner should be put back into the same economical position

he or she was in before expropriation. In other words, the landowner should make

neither a loss, nor a profit from the expropriation. This principle of indemnification

is perceived by the purchasers as the most just manner of public land acquisition.

The expropriation law provided not only clear guidelines for a just outcome, but

also the opportunity to settle an unsolved negotiation by employing an objective

lawyer. The following land purchaser described this as follows:

Then it is very reasonable to go to court and to ask the judge to decide how

much the compensation fee should be. So it is justified for those who have

already sold their land and it is also justified for those who have not yet agreed

to sell. We do not come to an agreement together, so let an independent third

person decide what it should be. (Land Purchaser)

In this land purchaser’s perception of just acquisition, the compensation is just if it

is determined by an independent judge.

For land purchasers, the expropriation law offered an important guideline and

instrument to treat all landowners equally (5.3) and to indemnify them in a

structured manner. Land purchasers’ perceptions of justice were clearly shaped by

this law and its background and their past working experiences of successfully using

the law.

The legislation was not used by landowners to legitimise their perceptions of the

process. When it was named by landowners, they referred to the legislation as an

absolute known fact that they were not able to influence, but that sometimes did not

correspond to their own standard of a just land acquisition process.

Decent Treatment

The way the negotiation process of land acquisition is executed was named as an

important requisite for just land acquisition by both landowners and land purchasers.

Land purchasers emphasised the importance of gaining the landowners’ trust during

the acquisition negotiations. To this end, land purchasers stated that they should be

empathic, open, unambiguous, good communicators, sociable, professional, accu-

rate, sincere, and upright. Land purchasers named that it is important to serve not
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only the interest of the government during the negotiation, but to also serve the

interest of the landowner. All land purchasers were of the opinion that an empathic

and open attitude was important to gain the landowners’ trust and to be able to buy

the land. However, motivations to act openly and empathically differed amongst

land purchasers. Some described their motivation for this behaviour by explaining

that they felt it was a moral duty to act decently, while others simply felt that such

behaviour helped them to reach their goal of purchasing the land. Despite the good

intentions and empathic skills of most land purchasers, many landowners had

negative impressions of the spatial planners, politicians and other governmental

officials whom they had met during the land acquisition process. A specific attitude

or a misplaced remark of a planner or politician could shape the landowners’ view

of the acquisition process. According to the land purchasers, most planners are

insufficiently aware of the impact of land acquisition on landowners and the

importance of being open and empathic towards all landowners.

The lack of information, clarity and openness about the plans in the first stages of

the planning process was named as undesirable by landowners.

Yes, just information, that they are open. Look, they really cannot scare us or

so, but then we can give our opinion about the plans and then people can also

make up their mind about it, like if people really want to move from their

place or some people do not want to move. (Apartment owner)

Apart from the obvious desire to be informed about your own environment and

future, the desire for openness and transparency might also be related to the

landowners’ feeling of being taken seriously.

Apart from the sociability and accuracy of the process, the right amount of time

is also a relevant issue, and one that was named by both landowners and land

purchasers. Land purchasers named 2–3 years as a reasonable amount of time for a

negation process for the acquisition. Land purchasers argued that this time is needed

for landowners to get used to the idea that they will have to move and to search for

an alternative location. Both landowners and land purchasers agreed that it is not

good for the process to be too lengthy, as this leaves people in uncertainty for too

long.

People are kept endlessly in the dark about what is going to happen, because it

is not in their interest… so yes, unjust so eh if you have some sense of justice

then these kinds of things are very difficult for you. Not only for yourself but

also for others. (Landowner)

In some planning processes this uncertainty can even continue for more than

20 years. The following quote comes from a landowner who has already been in a

situation of uncertainty about her house for more than 22 years:

For years, the uncertainty about the new highway and before that the new

railroad has been determining the steps we make in our life…. We understand

that the government’s decisions bring along certain burdens for individual

citizens and that is acceptable, but in our situation a line has been crossed… In
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this situation, the government is acting unjustly. As a citizen you should not be

the victim of governmental decision making.’’ (Landowner)

Land purchasers were well aware of landowners’ negative feelings regarding long

periods of uncertainty caused by long decision-making processes. One land

purchaser described that the long lasting process could lead to situations that did not

feel good for him, although he acted in a manner he regarded to be right.

Yes, we call that the longest breath of the government, we do everything in a

fair manner, but it does not always feel good. You can offer such good

compensation, but you can also see, yes you do see very lingering situations,

also people that get all kinds of tensions in their family. (Land Purchaser)

The quote shows that this land purchaser’s perception of justice is close to acting

‘according to the rules’, while his personal feeling simultaneously led him to feel

that the government’s persistent manner of acquisition was immoral.

Several landowners described feelings of injustice due to the difference between

their own position and skills and the expertise and skills of land purchasers.

Then I think, oh that is so frustrating, they know exactly what regulations they

have use and yes for us it is the first time and so yes, we do not know it yet, but

it does makes me feel like yes they know how the game is played and eh that is

just frustrating to suffer from that, yes that is how it feels. (Landowner)

Landowners described the feeling of having no choice and of being in an unequal

power position compared to the government. Although they were able to negotiate

over the conditions of selling, several felt that these negotiations were rather one-

sided. From their perspective, the government could do anything as long as it was

according to the rules, even if these rules do not indisputably guarantee a just

process. The following two quotes illustrate this.

You do not have so much choice. Look, we profited from the fact that we have

two farms next to each other now. But at the moment that you are given the

choice, we had to agree or not, yes we could have said no, but then we would

not have had it of course. And I still think like we should have tried this or

that, but yes we did not have another choice at that moment. Our hands were

tied. (Landowner)

Not only was the government perceived as more powerful than the landowners, but

the landowners also describe a difference in emotional involvement with the land

between themselves and the government. While landowners experience a strong

emotional involvement in the plans that can impact their social life and can have a

strong impact on their personal well-being, they feel that the government

professionals can end their work at five o’ clock, and go home without worrying

about the project.

Obviously, the perceptions of decent land acquisition differed amongst

landowners. For example, the negotiation process itself was perceived as frustrating,

unequal and unjust by some, while others said that they enjoyed the game of

negotiating and trying to get the best out of it. However, the aspect of a decent
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process was mentioned by the vast majority of landowners and all of the land

purchasers as being an important aspect of just land acquisition.

Equal Treatment

About half of all landowners and all of the land purchasers mentioned the

importance of treating people equally. The owners and purchasers shared a value of

equal treatment in equal situations, but this value translated into different norms for

land purchasers and landowners. This paragraph deals with both the landowners’

and land purchasers’ perceptions of equal treatment.

In areas with multiple land use developments, land prices are likely to diverge. In

particular, the difference between the amount paid for land for urban development

and land that is bought for other purposes might differ significantly. For landowners

living in such areas, these differences are not always understandable and are often

perceived as unjust. Landowners used references to other people in order to ground

their perceptions of injustice, stating that they were not treated equally with

neighbouring landowners. The following quotes by landowners illustrate this.

Financially you do not profit from it at all. While other people who have to

move for housing development, they are also located close to the city, they sell

everything to project developers, they get ten times as much land as we get.

(Landowner)

When you are a landowner in this country and you are in the way of housing

development then you get very high compensation or you can sell your land

for a lot of money….That is of course very strange because we all lose land

and have to buy back land somewhere else. That mistake in thinking that is

fully integrated in the Dutch polder model causes the failure of this kind of

plans. (Landowner)

The idea that others would profit from the loss that the landowners were suffering

strengthened the feeling of injustice among several landowners. Moreover,

landowners described that the different acquisition fees that landowners in the

same region received caused unequal competition on the land market. While six

landowners referred to others to explain their own perception of injustice, only one

of them mentioned that he had difficulties with the process because of the injustice

and harm that was done to others.

Most land purchasers perceived the system of land valuation as just. At the same

time they were also aware of the local differences in land values and often found it

difficult to explain to landowners how the system works. Despite the overall positive

ideas, some land purchasers did mention that the way the system of land valuation

works may be unjust. This difference in perceptions of justice can be seen in the

following two quotes from two land purchasers.

People whose land is acquired for housing developments, they have of course,

yes they have coincidental luck, because there is coincidentally a pen stroke

on their land that it will become residential land. I find that a little bit strange,

in the legislation they might want to change that because if someone is
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disadvantaged from planning, planning damage, then they can claim for it, but

if someone profits then you cannot take this. As a matter of fact, that would be

more realistic. Because why would someone who is a farmer in an area that is

coincidentally zoned for housing development become a millionaire? (Land

Purchaser)

That is the difference and that, that is something that you cannot explain to

people. No matter how fair we work, it never feels good for those people.

(Land Purchaser)

The first land purchaser thought that the legislation could be changed because it led

to inconsistent outcomes between different situations, while the second purchaser

(talking about the same difference between the value of land that is zoned for urban

use and the value of land that is zoned for natural use) perceived the approach as

just, but found it hard to explain the system to landowners. Although the majority of

the interviewed landowners did indeed have difficulties in accepting the differences

in compensation fees for natural and urban development, several landowners did

show an understanding of the system and did not use the concept of inequality to

argue only for their own interests. These landowners showed an understanding of

the fact that the government cannot easily give a higher price to them compared to

others:

But okay, they have to stay with a realistic value as well, they cannot say like,

that barn of yours is worth three times as much as the others because we like

you and at the others we do not get coffee. (Landowner)

The reference to others was not only used in the situation of different land values,

but was also used when landowners felt that another group was in any way

privileged compared to them. This could for example lead to feelings of injustice

among landowners whose land was not purchased by the government.

So they have had an acquisition policy for shop owners, then we said, well if

you want to build that’s fine, we would like to move anyway, we do not need

the jackpot, but just buy us. But they don’t do that. So then I thought, shop

owners yes and owner-occupiers no, then it becomes crooked. (Apartment

owner)

The reference to ‘others’ was even made by some landowners regarding the land use

plan (‘there is space for more water, but there is no space for us’). Several

landowners referred to their own situation before the (future) selling of the land.

This often resulted in feelings of satisfaction about their decision to sell their land.

However, this could also result in the demand for a good solution (often a good new

location) and the complaint that the compensation fee was not sufficiently able to

help them get a new location.

We do not oppose expropriation in itself. If it is in the public interest, who are

we to fight against that? But we do want another location or sufficient means

to buy a location. We do not have to get rich from it, but we also do not want

to get poorer. (Landowner)
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This quote also illustrates the feeling of many landowners who were expropriated

for land use that was designated as public interest, such as road infrastructure. In

return, the landowners expected to be supported in finding a good solution for their

situation. Landowners who did not agree that the plan they were expropriated for

was for in the public interest, such as nature development, were also more often

negative about expropriation in itself.

Not all land acquisition is based on the principles of the expropriation law.

Sometimes land is acquired on a voluntary basis, without full compensation but also

without the possibility of expropriation. Several purchasers described acquisition

without full compensation as unjust. This land purchaser for example stated:

It is not more than fair that we offer a full compensation fee, because you do

not pay more, but you compensate for the financial damage people have. And

so you do not offer them too much, but that is often the assumption, that you

pay too much, or you pay more so that’s why you can buy, but that is not the

case, it is just the indemnification of people to the same financial position as

before. (Land purchaser)

The decision to buy on the basis of the expropriation law is made by politicians who

are often resistant to doing this for socially less accepted land uses.

Several land purchasers stated that it is unjust to not expropriate once you have

started an acquisition process in a certain area. The following quote illustrates this:

That is what I always say to politicians, at a certain moment you do need to

expropriate because if you don’t, it is at least unfair to those who already

agreed to sell. Then you would favour those who remain unwilling to sell for a

long time and that is not desirable, because that is not just. (Land Purchaser)

The quote shows that this land purchaser attaches a lot of value to the equal

treatment of landowners, which includes purchasing the land within a limited time

frame.

The ‘equal treatment’ that landowners and land purchasers referred to seemed to

be more a means towards an equal outcome than a goal in itself. When we examine

the different perceptions of landowners and purchasers this way, their different

expectations can be better understood. While for landowners a good outcome

mainly meant a good new location, or a good solution to compensate the loss of land

at their existing location, land purchasers focussed on the ‘right’ amount of money.

In most cases this full compensation fee is sufficient and capable of allowing the

landowner to ‘buy a good solution’. However, in some cases the solution that a

landowner needed was so specific or difficult to achieve that the compensation fee

was no solution to their problem. In these cases, it was especially essential for the

land purchaser to be understanding and helpful towards the landowner’s problem

and to allow the landowner time to arrange this solution. When this did not

happen—according to the perceptions of the landowner—perceptions of an unjust

process or outcome were present.
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Discussion

Perceptions of just land acquisition by both landowners and land purchasers were

studied. The fact that these strongly diverge is in itself not a surprising outcome.

These perceptions, however, revolved around three core values. Almost all

landowners and land purchasers confirmed the need for expropriation in order to

realise public purposes. The different discourses on just acquisition therefore did not

differ in terms of the justice of the fundamental principle of expropriating

landowners for public interest, but differed instead in their perception of what

entails a just process and outcome of land acquisition.

The study showed the importance of the land acquisition process for people’s

perception of just land acquisition. This adds to the existing literature that mainly

focusses on just outcomes of land acquisition (Levmore 1989; Deutsch 2005;

Kanner 2011; Parke 2012; Zhang 2013). Given the differences in expropriation

legislations and the often low compensation fees that landowners receive, this is not

surprising. The importance of the process is confirmed by equity theory that also

makes a distinction between distributive and procedural justice (Goodwin and Ross

1992; Yim et al. 2003). The aspects of procedural justice that Goodwin and Ross

(1992) distinguish proved indeed to be of importance for the landowners’ feelings of

injustice; in particular, the feeling of having an influence on the outcome added to

their perceptions of a (un)just process. The outcome also corresponds with the

findings of Cvetkovich and Earl (1994) that endorse the importance of a just process

during land management.

The empirical results for this study were collected in the Netherlands. In the

Netherlands, the framework of the Dutch expropriation law is clear and has

extensive jurisprudence on just compensation. This is comparable to the situation in

most developed countries. Moreover, the values that were found as basis for

landowners and land purchasers are broadly shared values across developed

countries. It is therefore probable that comparable results will be found if this study

would be repeated in other developed countries.

Landowners generally have normative expectations about the process and

outcome of land acquisition, as it is not something that they face on regular basis,

while land purchasers also had predictive expectations about the process and

outcome of land acquisition. The presence of predictive expectations may be an

important explanation for the different interpretations of just land acquisition

between landowners and land purchasers.

Reference dependency (Tversky and Kahneman 1991) was indeed found to help

understand the way landowners valued and judged the outcome of the acquisition

process. However, loss aversion (Tversky and Kahneman 1991) was not useful in

helping to understand landowners’ perceptions of injustice. This was largely

inherent to the research design.

Attempts to fully catch a ‘fair and equitable’ process in our expropriation

legislation may have failed, and will continue to fail, as a full meaning of fair and

equitable is more than we can prescribe by the expropriation law. During the

150 years that the expropriation legislation exists in the Netherlands, it has been
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detailed by several sentences Law Lords, that increasingly include regulation for a

just compensation fee in specific circumstances. There is an enormous faith in the

role of this law in safeguarding a just process amongst professional land purchasers.

However, professionals might hand over too much responsibility to the law alone,

while perceptions of justice are not experienced through legislative drafting, but

through actual experiences of human interaction.

As Davy (1997) has already concluded, feelings of injustice during planning are

and will remain inevitable. This does however not imply that we can neglect the

theme and remain loyal to current planning practises without critically evaluating

these. It does imply that we might adjust the impossible aim of ‘justice for all’ to

‘enough justice for all’ (Davy 1997).

During justice decisions, ‘whatever a planner decides for herself, she has to be

aware that others who have different values will take issue with her decision. The

planner must explain her concept of justice to them. If she is not able to

communicate about justice, but hides behind the principle of efficiency, she

alienates stakeholders who maybe obstruct her plans’ (Davy 1997)

Conclusions

This paper studies the different perceptions of (un)just land acquisition and their

underlying values among land purchasers and landowners. It shows that these

perceptions are hugely divergent, but revolve around three important values: lawful,

decent, and equal treatment. These values translate into different norms pertaining

to just land acquisition. The study moreover showed that for both landowners and

land purchasers, just land acquisition entails much more than simply a just

compensation fee. Current studies emphasise the level of the compensation fee,

rather than procedural and interaction aspects of the acquisition process (Fennell

2004, 2013; Kalbro and Lind, 2007; Kanner 2011; Parke 2012).

Land purchasers used values of lawful, decent, and equal treatment to legitimise

their perceptions of just land acquisition, while landowners only used values of

decent and equal treatment to legitimise their perceptions of just land acquisition.

Land purchasers and landowners had different ideas about ‘equal treatment’. Land

purchasers perceived equal treatment as ensuring that all landowners receive the

right amount of financial compensation according to the principles of the

expropriation law. For landowners, it was more important to have a solution for

their own situation and the feeling to have gained as much (or more) as others. Most

land purchasers were aware of this, while planners and policy makers often lack this

awareness.

Despite the international differences in the design of expropriation legislation,

the basis of acquisition and expropriation processes is remarkably comparable.

Hence it is likely that similar results would be found in other developed countries if

perceptions of just land acquisition were to be studied.

Uncovering different perceptions of just land acquisition and their underlying

values improves the understanding of land acquisition processes and land policy

strategies. First, it shows that land acquisition has an essential injustice that we will
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have to accept and that cannot be avoided by a good process or a just compensation

fee. Second, it shows that the different discourses are a valuable input to the debate

of just land acquisition. They show that we should not be so afraid to expropriate per

se, as long as we can clearly communicate the importance of the public purpose that

we expropriate for, take enough time to organise an accurate and open process in

which the interests of landowners are taken seriously, and ensure an outcome in

which the landowner is truly brought back in the same economic position as before

the transaction. Third, it shows that money is not always a sufficient means to

indemnification. Reasons that landowners gave to be satisfied with their sale of land

to the government were barely related to the amount of money they received, but to

the conditions of selling and possibility to improve in the new situation (for example

to gain full ownership of their arable land or to increase the size of their farmland).

Just compensation for expropriation has been studied extensively in the literature.

However, this study shows that just expropriation encompasses more than just

compensation. The accurate, open and sociable way of coming to this compensation

fee is an equally important requisite for just land acquisition as the compensation

fee itself. This does of course not mean that an accurate, open and sociable process

will compensate for a compensation fee that is perceived as too low to cover the

landowners’ value and costs. The combination of sufficient financial compensation,

a new location, attractive selling conditions and an accurate and open process are all

important requisites for ensuring that land acquisition will be perceived by the

majority of landowners as just.
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